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Abstract:
The Present study investigates another way of transformation
based on Transformational Generative Grammar . This transformation
concerns a linguistic phenomenon which constitutes the problem of the
research. This phenomenon discloses itself through the Arabic Musical
Tune by which Arabic Songs are transformed into English .
The current study consists of six sections. Section One is the
Introduction in which the role of Music in Language Learning is
discussed, besides providing a general theoretical background about
Language . Section Two provides some basics on Foreign Language
Learning . Section three treats with the problem of linguistic phenomenon
diagnosed by the researcher. Section four investigates, analyses and
justifies the linguistic phenomenon. Section Five deals with conclusions
drawn from the study ,while the last section Six provides some
suggestions.

طرﯾﻘﺔ أﺧرى ﻟﻠﺗﺣوﯾل
 ﻋﺻﺎم أﺣﻣد ﻋﺑد اﻟرﺣﯾم.د
 ﻛﻠﯾﺔ اﻟﺗرﺑﯾﺔ اﻷﺳﺎﺳﯾﺔ/ ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ اﻟﻣوﺻل

: ﻣﻠﺧص اﻟﺑﺣث

.ﺗﺑﺣــث اﻟد ارﺳــﺔ اﻟﺣﺎﻟﯾــﺔ ﻓــﻲ طرﯾﻘــﺔ أﺧــرى ﻟﻠﺗﺣوﯾــل ﺗﺳــﺗﻧد إﻟــﻰ اﻟﻧﺣــو اﻟﺗﺣــوﯾﻠﻲ واﻟﺗوﻟﯾــدي
ِ  ﺗﻘــوم ﻫـ. وﯾﺗﻌﻠــق ﻫــذا اﻟﺗﺣوﯾــل ﺑظــﺎﻫرة ﻟﻐوﯾــﺔ ﺗﻣﺛــل ﻣﺷــﻛﻠﺔ ﻫــذا اﻟﺑﺣــث
ـذﻩ اﻟظــﺎﻫرة ﺑﺎﻟﻛﺷــف ﻋــن
ِ ﻧﻔﺳـ ــﻬﺎ ﻣـ ــن ﺧـ ــﻼل اﻟﻠﺣـ ــن اﻟﻣوﺳـ ــﯾﻘﻲ اﻟﻌرﺑـ ــﻲ اﻟـ ــذي ﯾـ ــﺗم ﺑواﺳـ ـ
ـطﺗﻪ ﺗﺣوﯾـ ــل أﻻﻏـ ــﺎﻧﻲ اﻟﻌرﺑﯾـ ــﺔ إﻟـ ــﻰ
.اﻹﻧﻛﻠﯾزﯾﺔ
 وﺗﺗﻧﺎول اﻟدور اﻟذي ﺗﻠﻌﺑـﻪ،  اﻟﻣﻘدﻣﺔ/ اﻟﻘﺳم اﻷول. ﺗﺗﺄﻟف اﻟدراﺳﺔ اﻟﺣﺎﻟﯾﺔ ﻣن ﺳﺗﺔ أﻗﺳﺎم
 أﻣﺎ اﻟﻘﺳـم اﻟﺛـﺎﻧﻲ.  ﺑﺎﻹﺿﺎﻓﺔ إﻟﻰ ﺗﻘدﯾﻣﻬﺎ ﻟﺧﻠﻔﯾﺔ ﻧظرﯾﺔ ﻋﺎﻣﺔ ﻋن اﻟﻠﻐﺔ، اﻟﻣوﺳﯾﻘﻰ ﻓﻲ ﺗﻌﻠم اﻟﻠﻐﺔ
 وأﻣـﺎ اﻟﻘﺳـم اﻟﺛﺎﻟـث ﻓﯾﺗﻌﺎﻣـل ﻣـﻊ ﻣﺷـﻛﻠﺔ اﻟظـﺎﻫرة.ﻓﯾﺗﻌرض ﻟﺑﻌض اﻷﺳـس ﻋـن ﺗﻌﻠـم اﻟﻠﻐـﺔ اﻷﺟﻧﺑﯾـﺔ
 وأﻣـﺎ اﻟﻘﺳـم اﻟ ارﺑـﻊ ﻓﯾﺑﺣـث ﻓـﻲ اﻟظـﺎﻫرة اﻟﻠﻐوﯾـﺔ وﯾﻌﻣـل ﻋﻠـﻰ. اﻟﻠﻐوﯾﺔ اﻟﺗﻲ ﻗـﺎم اﻟﺑﺎﺣـث ﺑﺗﺷﺧﯾﺻـﻬﺎ
 ﺑﯾﻧﻣــﺎ،  وأﻣــﺎ اﻟﻘﺳــم اﻟﺧــﺎﻣس ﻓﯾﺗﻧــﺎول اﻻﺳــﺗﻧﺗﺎﺟﺎت اﻟﺗــﻲ ﺗﺗوﺻــل إﻟﯾﻬــﺎ اﻟد ارﺳــﺔ. ﺗﺣﻠﯾﻠﻬــﺎ وﺗﺑرﯾرﻫــﺎ
.ﯾﺗﻌرض اﻟﻘﺳم اﻟﺳﺎدس واﻷﺧﯾر ﻟﺑﻌض اﻟﻣﻘﺗرﺣﺎت
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1. Introduction :
Among the many gifts given by God to man is language . Without
language, man is at a loss . Abnormal children for example, have been
helped greatly to acquire a language, but have not been compensated for
the divine normal gift of acquiring it. This is on the one hand .
On the other hand, "All normal

children everywhere learn

language . This ability is not dependent on race, social class, geography,
or even intelligence(within a normal range).This ability is uniquely
human."(Fromkin and Rodman,1983:344).
Also, the necessity of learning a language is different from other
kinds of learning. Man for example, can live a normal life without
knowing physics, but he cannot dispense with language or even sign
language, for example in case of being abnormal.
Moreover ,learning a language somehow differs from learning to
read or write ‘‘A normal human being can go through life without having
learned to read or write. Millions of people in the world today prove this .
but these same millions all speak and understand and can discuss
complex and abstract ideas as well as literate speakers can.’’(ibid:325)
In addition to that, Child's language Acquisition is affected by
different factors. These factors are social, educational, environmental,
….etc. The role played by these factors, whether independently or
collectively, is not the same among all children. Brown and Fisher state
that “child's experiences and environmental factors play their role in the
development

of

his

language

acquisition”.(Brown,1964:133)

and(Fisher,1971:148).
Some people think that children act as if they were tape-recorders,
when learning or acquiring a language. In fact, there are certain
neurological and biological aspects which explain the child's ability to
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acquire language. These human aspects are innate. Fromkin & Rodman
state that "there are certain things which the child does and does not do
when learning or acquiring a language" (1983:326). These things are:
1. Children do not learn a language by storing all the words and all the
sentences in some giant mental dictionary . The list of words is finite ,
but no dictionary can hold all the sentences, which are infinite in
number.
2. Children learn to construct sentences, most of which they have never
produced before.
3. Children learn to understand sentences they have never heard before.
They cannot do this by matching the "heard utterances" with some
stored sentences .
4. Children must therefore learn "rules" that permit them to use language
creatively .
5. No one teaches them these rules. Their parents are no more aware of
the phonological, syntactic, and semantic rules than are the children.
Children then, seem to act like very efficient linguists equipped with a
perfect theory of language, who use this theory to construct the
grammar of the language they hear.
Mass Media, on the other hand, especially TV. play their
paramount role in the realm of language. TV. as an attractive and
motivating means plays its special role since it combines sound with
picture. Thus , children who watch TV. are better and faster learners of
language. (Abdulrahim, 1979:2-15) .
Also, the role of Music in language is too impressive and effective
to be neglected. In 1968 for example, Butterfield studied the impact of
music on newborn babies. He noticed that music attracts their attention
greatly.(AL-Hamdani,1982:140).
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The impact of music on language extends to Singing, where it is
considered one of the ten Theories of language origin . This Sing-Song
Theory hypothesizes that the harmonious intuitive singing is the origin of
words which resulted into language in the long run.(Hermiz,1989:26).
The discussion so far, paves the way to the emergence of the
Linguistic Phenomenon in 3.1, since the bond between Music and
Language is too strong to be disconnected. This bond discloses itself at
the meeting point between Music and feelings. “We do know that
language is a way of life, is at the foundation of our being, and interacts
simultaneously with thoughts and feelings.”(Brown,1980:34) .

2. Some Basics on Foreign Language Learning:
It is thought advisable to know something about the systematic
study of first language learning experience in order to make use of it in
the learning of a foreign or second language . “The reasons for this are
clear: we have all observed children acquiring their first language easily
and well, yet the learning of a second language, particularly in an
educational setting , often meets with great difficulty and sometimes
failure ”.(ibid:41)
One of the similarities between languages in different areas of the
world, is the stages through which children acquire them . Fromkin &
Rodman, (1983:326) state that “observations of children in different
language areas of the world reveal that the stages are very similar,
possibly universal. Some of the stages last for a short time ; other remain
longer. Some stages may overlap for a short period, though the transition
between stages has often been observed to be quite sudden ”.
Despite the similarity between the stages mentioned above,
learning a foreign language differs from that of the mother
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tongue.“Acquiring a second or a foreign language is, to state the obvious,
a very different thing from the acquisition of one's mother
tongue.”(Harrison,1973:19). Harrison goes on saying: “this is so because,
in the learning of his mother tongue, the infant is exposed to an
unstructured mass of language, but is able, by processes which remain to
a large extent mysterious, to work out the rules of his language, and to
use these rules to produce utterances of his own.”
On the other hand, a number of psychologists collected data from
different areas of the world. They gathered their material from 2 years
children who speak English, German, Russian, Finnish, Turkish,….etc. to
find out the similar concepts among different languages. The following
are the similar concepts which they found in children's language all over
the world(Brown,1975& Slobin,1972&1973).
1. Knowing things by referring to them and naming them.
2. Place reference by the hand usually using two-word sentences.
3. Repetitive naming of desired things.
4. Noticing the absence of things by asking about them.
5. Use of negation.
6. Use of possession.
7. Construction of SV,SO or VO sentences.
8. Use of verb with its adverb of place e. g" sit chair".
9. Naming the tool and the verb used with it e. g "knife-cut".
10. Use of Adjectives e. g "big ball or red car".
11. Asking by changing intonation.
Sometime later, similar research data has also been gathered on
language acquisition in languages other than English : “Russian,
Japanese, French, Spanish, German, to name a few. Some commonalities
emerge. Pivot grammar, telegraphese , concepts of negation and
interrogation are some examples, but not enough data has yet been
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amassed

to

form

a

substantial,

systematic

set

of

linguistic

universals.”(Brown, 1980:32).
Furthermore, (Stern,1970:57-58) summarized some common
analogies between L1 learning and Second Language Teaching. These
analogies are:
1. In language teaching, we must practice and practice , again and again.
Just watch a small child learning his mother tongue. He repeats things
over and over again. During the language-learning stage he practises
all the time .This is what we must also do when we learn a foreign
language.
2. Language Learning is mainly a matter of imitation. You must be a
mimic. Just like a small child. He imitates everything.
3. First, we practise the separate sounds, then words, then sentences. That
is the natural order and is therefore right for learning a foreign
language.
4. Watch a small child's speech development. He listens first, then he
speaks. Understanding always precedes speaking . Therefore, this must
be right order of presenting the skills in a foreign language.
5. A small child listens and speaks and no one would dream of making
him read or write. Reading and writing are advanced stages of
language development. The natural order for first and second language
learning is listening, speaking, reading and writing.
6. You did not have to translate when you were small. If you were able to
learn your own language without translation, you should be able to
learn a foreign language in the same way.
7. A small child simply uses language. He does not learn formal
grammar. You do not tell him about verbs and nouns. Yet he learns the
language perfectly. It is equally unnecessary to use grammatical
conceptualization in teaching a foreign language.
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Finally, Joseph Greenberg (1963,1966) and his associates made
some particularly important advances in the study of linguistic universals.
So the next few decades of research may just reveal some of those elusive
linguistic universals.

3. The Problem Of Linguistic Phenomenon
3.1 The Linguistic Phenomenon of the study
“Children are excellent imitators. It is simply a matter of
understanding exactly what it is that they are imitating.” These words of
(Brown,1980:36) remind me of a linguistic phenomenon concerning my 3
children (two boys and a girl).It is a phenomenon in the real sense of the
word, in that it was not planned for or organized previously. This
phenomenon, which took place two years ago, is summarized as follows:
I used to sing to myself, with a low voice usually, some parts of
different Arabic songs after interpreting them instantaneously into
English, keeping the same Arabic Musical Tune. Once being sure of my
interpretation (which was not lasting long usually), I used to repeat
singing these interpreted songs from time to time when I share, changing
my clothes, bathing myself ……etc.
After being enchanted by a very interesting interpreted song, my
three children (who were 4,7,and 10 years old) became engaged and taken
unconsciously and involuntarily in some sort of learning by imitating
(repeating) this song chorally and individually .Unlike memorization, this
learning was extraordinary , because any learning situation used to be
planned for beforehand and done in stages, besides time attotment …..etc.
Such a learning is extraordinary in that it came just like that and all of a
sudden, besides it was done in a very short time. The learning of one song
is then extended into two , three,……etc. Whenever a new song is
interpreted.
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Later, they started asking me to interpret this song or that one
according to their taste. They also started differentiating between the
songs they already learnt, when asked for example, to sing this song or
that one. Moreover, they started differentiating between the meaning of
words and even sometimes parts of speech especially Nouns .(See
Section4).

3.2 The Problem to be investigated
Being interested in Child Foreign Language Learning and
Teaching, the live linguistic Phenomenon of my children encouraged me
to try tracing the theoretical basis behind such a Linguistic Phenomenon.
Thus, the problem of the Present Study, is to find out a linguistic
scientific and convincing explanation to such a Linguistic Phenomenon.

4. Investigation of the Linguistic Phenomenon
“Transformational grammar attempts to describe a speaker's
competence.”(Kintgen & Thomas,1974:131)
Being part of the language knowledge of the child, an interpreted
song becomes part of his grammar or his Universal Grammar (UG), since
the framework of UG is considered to be valid for all languages. Quoting
Chomsky (Aitchison, 1987:182) suggests that “the basic components of
Universal Grammar (UG) are genetically inbuilt in humans, and that
languages which are superficially quite unlike one another might be fairly
similar at an underlying level.”
Becoming part of the child's UG means that the interpreted song
can be applied to all the rules of language. “When children learn a
language, they learn the grammar of that language-the phonological,
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morphological, syntactic, and semantic rules – as well as the words or
vocabulary.” (Fromkin &Rodman,1983:343).
Once it becomes part of the child's UG, the interpreted song
becomes in fact part of his deep structure. “The deep structure of
language

at

its

deepest

level

may

be

common

to

all

languages.”(Brown,1980 : 32). The deep structure, also constitutes the
basis of meaning Kintgen & Thomas, (1974:155) state that “the deep
structure is a representation of the meaning of the sentence, and the
starting point for transformations.”
In addition to that , deep structures are generated by the base. The
base, on the other hand, contains phrase – structure rules as well as a
lexicon that incorporates word – forming transformations. Thus, being
formed grammatically, the interpreted song is given part of its meaning
by the lexicon whose interpretive role is limited to providing symbolic
and logical meaning entries only. “In the Standard Theory, the base
contained phrase structure (PS) rules for the formation of deep structures,
and also a lexicon, from which words were slotted into the output of the
PS rules.”(Aitchison, 1987:163).
Then comes the role of transformational component that relates
deep structures to surface structures. According to the “Standard Theory”
of Transformation. Grammar outlined in his book: Aspects of the Theory
of Syntax (1965), Chomsky suggests that deep structures are related to
surface structures by means of transformations. “A deep structure is
transformed into its related surface structure by the application of one or
more transformations." (Aitchison,1987:163).
As far as the present study is concerned, the role played by the
transformational component is not only transforming the deep structure
into its related surface structure, but also an additional means of
interpretation that sparkles and discloses the meaning inherited in the
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deep structure, since it represents the Arabic Musical Tune. Without the
Arabic Musical Tune, no interpretation is done, because the three children
mentioned above were almost not aware of what I was saying when I
once interpreted (a well- known song to them) by simply changing its
Musical Tune.(See 3.1).
Later on, the role of the semantic component comes. It relates both
the deep structure and, when necessary, the surface structure to a
semantic representation. "First the semantic component looks up each of
the lexical items and grammatical formatives in its dictionary and assigns
the meaning. Then it combines the meanings, drawing on the structural
information contained in the deep structure and its own characterization
of the meaning of the various structural relations. When it is finished, it
has interpreted the meaning of the entire deep structure."(Kintgen &
Thomas,1974:158).
Once the semantic interpretation is provided, the deep structure is
then passed to the multi-functional transformational rule in order to be
converted into the surface structure ."Here two different surface structures
share a common deep structure."(Aitchison,1987:162 ) (See Fig. 1
Adapted).

Deep Structure
Arabic Grammar  UG
Arabic

Musical Tune

Surface Structure(2)
English
Phonetic Representation

Arabic

Surface Structure(1)
Arabic
Phonetic Representation

Fig.1
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Now , the two surface structures of the song are abstract, since they
do not yet have phonetic representations. Then, these two abstract surface
structures are coped with their phonological components. " The function
of the phonological component is to interpret the surface structure."
(Kintgen & Thomas,1974:159). Then, the phonological components
convert each of the two surface structures into its related phonetic
representation. Thus, we have two surface structures with two phonetic
representations, one in Arabic and the other in English. "Languages
which are superficially quite unlike one another might be fairly similar at
an underlying level."(Aitchison, 1987:182).
The situation of Fig.1 above, would be reversed when explaining
briefly the way in which the interpreted song is learnt for the first time.
(For more information, the reader is referred to the above mentioned
information summarized in Fig.1).
As soon as the interpreted song is heard, through its second surface
structure with its English phonetic representation, it is directly learnt
through the backwards movement of the transformational rule
(represented by the Arabic Musical Tune) to the deep structure where the
entire interpretation is there after being sparkled and disclosed by the
transformational rule. In such a case, the English phonetic representation
directly dismantles or dissolves itself into the phonological component
going backwards through the transformational rule to the deep structure,
thus being within the UG framework. (See Fig.2 Adapted from
(Aitchison,1987:162).
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Surface Structure(2)
English
Phonetic Representation

Arabic

Surface Structure(1)
Arabic
Phonetic Representation

Musical Tune

Arabic

Deep Structure
Arabic Grammar  UG
Fig.2

5.Conclusion
Quoting Roger Bacon ,(Fromkin and Rodman,1983:342) state that:
"He that understands grammar in one language, understands it in another
as far as the essential properties of Grammar are concerned. The fact that
he cannot speak, nor comprehend , another language is due to the
diversity of words and their various forms, but these are the accidental
properties of grammar."
So far ,We have noticed that universality is almost a fact that we
cannot blind our eyes on. But no one knows how much one can rely on
this fact. "If so, then second language learning is merely the learning of a
new surface structure, a new set of forms for the basic meanings already
established."(Brown,1980: 60).
Similarly , if universality is a fact, then one can generalize the
Linguistic Phenomenon mentioned in 3.1 above. Such a generalization
will be valid because, one can suggest that once an interpreted song is
loved and learnt, it becomes part of the language knowledge of the one
who falls in its love. Accordingly , in whatever language a song is found
to be, its interpretation into any other language is merely a matter of
transforming its deep structure (which is usually in the mother tongue
UG) into its related surface structure (which can take the form of the
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target language). Such transformation can be done by using the same
Musical Tune (of the mother tongue) as a transformational rule when
moving the song to the surface structure to take the form of the target
language.
If Universality is a fact, then one can conclude that the Linguistic
Phenomenon mentioned above is universal, since the interpretation of
songs for example , results in the learning of perhaps another language.
(See Section 4 above). Thus, "underlying the endless and fascinating
idiosyncrasies of the world's languages, there are uniformities of
universal scope."(Greenberg, Osgood and Jenkins, 1966:XV ).
Finally, if universality is ever achieved , ‘‘then linguists will have
gone a long way towards achieving their ultimate goal of specifying UG.
So far, however, most of this is a hope for the future’’ (Aitchison,
1987:184)

6.Suggestions
The above generalization (See Section 5), can form the basis for
many other suggestions. The following are some of them:
1. Teachers of English, in our schools, can make use of the school songs,
rhymes, anthems…etc. by interpreting them into English by using
their Arabic Musical Tune. The resultant material can be considered
supplementary.
2. With relevance to No . I above , teachers of Arabic as a foreign
language to English Speaking Learners of Arabic, can also make use
of the School Songs, Rhymes, Anthems…..etc. by interpreting them
into Arabic using their English Musical Tune. (AL-SSamadi &AbdulHaq,1996:20).
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3. The optimum age of Learning English in our schools can be reduced to
the first Primary grade age, because the younger the children are
exposed to additional languages the better. ‘‘Perhaps even more
remarkable is the fact that children – before the age of 5-learn most of
the intricate system we have been calling the grammar of a
language.’’(Fromkin & Rodman,1983:325).
4. With relevance to No.3 above, such an early exposure to Learning
English as a foreign language, neither hinders the Learning of Arabic
(as a mother tongue),nor the other basic subject matters.(Hatamlla
&Graddat,1986:87).
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